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THOUGHTS RE LA.TIVE TO LEARNING DISABILITIES
TAKEN FROM Educational Leadership,

ASCD JOURNAL, MAY 1975

"Learning Disability is essentially a problem of perception and perceptual disorder. Teachers
of children with such disability need to know something more than they now do if pupils
are to receive adequate help." (William M. Cruickshank. Director, Institute for the Study of
Mental. Retardation and Related Disabilities, University of Michigan. Ann Arbor)

ill

"Learning Disability is a technical concept which, since 1963, has been subverted to mean
just about anything that educators wished to sweep into this bin. The subversion of the term
and the concept, essentially to meet the needs of educators, has been a tragedy. This tragedy
is compounded by many well intentioned persEins as well as by agency administrators who
may never have had a thorough understanding of i t . .**

-
"Learning Disability is not a ptcoblem characteristic only of children above an intelligence
quotient level of 80. Federal, state, and local regulations and definitions pertaining to these
dholdren'which state to the contrary are definitely in error." (Ibid.)

"In reviewing the professional literature in the field, Samuel Clements has recorded 38 terms
which are used synonymously -With learning disabilities and, moreover, has found at least
100 symptoms which have been attributed to children given this label." (West and Millsom.
Special Education. Program, UniVersity of Michigan, Ann Arbor)

**Current experience indicates that an interdisciplinary task-oriented team mechanism may
be a first step toward a comprehensive successful approach to the yet unsolved dilemma of
the handicapped child in our educational society." (Murray M. Kappelrnan, M.D., Professor,
Department of Pediatrics. School of Medicine, University of Maryland, Baltimore)

"Despite the recency of its recognition and funding, the field of learning disabilities is
showing remarkable growth. Such growth may be an index of the great need in this area."
(West and Millsom, Special Education Program, University of Michigan, Ann'Arbor)

"More teachers need to be able to identify and to work intelligently with the child who
evidences specific and significant deficits in learning performance." (Eleanore T. Kenney,
Director. the Miriam School, Webster Groves, Missouri)

Children with learning disabilities will continue to meet reversals and frustration until such
time as a total effort to meet these needs is undertaken by all educators." (Calvin Davis,
Administrative Assistant for Pupil Rights and Responsibilities. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Public
Schools, Charlotte, North Carolina)
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PREFACE

Business educators have had a "persecutrbn complex- and frustration for
years f?ecause they believe that many students in their classes are "non-learners"
who tire low in intelligence, low in scholarship, low in a desire to learn, and high
in, behavior problems Many students do have physical perceptual or emotional
disorders 1.^)-lich require the ,Treatment of specialist:. The depth of their
handicaps 1; i_.urrently Linder scrutiny- by many people including those quoted on
the previous rage-

Perhaps the writers of this monograph have shed light on certain types of
sttitient learning problems existing in secondary schools in all academic areas.
Business teachers should, as professionals, be concerned about working with
each student as an individual in helping alleviate the cause for the learning
problem itself, not only th? symptoms. Youth of secondary school age may not
have benefttltd from the research now in progress diagnosing learning disability
at an early age, The business teacher should realize when a referral should be
given the student for assistance through the counseling office and on to
specialists. However, the business teacher should be prepared to offer "first aid-

. in reading and mathematic& iLomputation as the need becomes apparent.

This monograph is the third in a series designed to highlight areas of great
concern to business educators_ and to expand certain areas of Business
Education for the Seventies (1972). Career Education Activated by Business
Educators in Illinois (19731 and Individualized Learning Activated by Business
Educators in Illinois (1974) were written by Illinois practitioners. In this

-Learning Disabilities monograph, other professional specialists have been
included due to the technical nature of the issues discussed. The Illinois Business
Education Association is indebted to Miss Brenner and to Drs. Barbe, Swassing,
and Painter who responded so willingly and eloquently when the editors
requested thzst they share their thinking with Illinois business teachers

Thy Association also expresses appreciation to its members who have
contributed t. expertise and experience in writing for the publications named
above Writesman Long of -Kankakee Community Citege has demonstrated
excellent Judgment in readying the manuscripts for the composer, and Bev
Hackett of Leyden District 212 has contributed creative ideas in terms of design.
Jack Tomaselli of Fairchild Panting has consistently given fine assistance and
service

Mary Ann Lynn, President
Illinois Business Education Association
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LEARNING DISABILITIES: A CHALLENGE
FOR THE VOCATIONAL BUS+NESS EDUCATOR

Dorothy Munger
Assistant Principal

Champaign Central High School
Champaign, Illinois

(Formerly teacher of typewriting, shorthand, office procec-ares1

Vocational business education teachers have traditionally been occupied

with screening out sludents who, they thought. would not be able to succeed in

business education courses, such as abut thand and accounting Their action was

many times well intended. then goal seemed educationally sound, .which was to

place students in courses where they could succeed

Tftse who were screened out,because they did not tit the preconceived
mold generally were the dull normal, the retarded in basics such as reading and

mathematics, the emotionally disturbed, the mentally handicapped, the

culturally different. or the physically disabled. They were tossed aside like so

much educational debris Even though these students had indicated an interest in

some kind of business career, this factor was Ignored if they failed to-survive the

screening devices used by the teachers

The idea that the self -image of these +elected students could have been

damaged by this disinterest did not conc4 maybr- i=.en occui to, most of
the business educators. The screened,orrt stuciems were shunted off to sonic

. other department with the e ,cuse that the newly assignesd teachers might be

better prepared to handle their particular learning problems

Consider the problems of Molly and Inez Should they have been

discouraged from enrolhng in a busines< program, from pursuing a business

career rhat could utilize their capabilities:"

MOLLY
. -

Molly was a high school fumed:paralyzed on her left stele, unable to

use her left hand, and mentally retarded. About all she had going to'r her
was a good right hand. her interest in some kind of a business position, a
desire to he seit.suppwting and d cheerful disposition. Could a business

department help a student with these multiple handicaps? Yes! With the 4

help of the loci Vocational Rehabilitation Office, a typewriter was
obtained which was specially constructed for a person with only a usable

tight hand. Molly was registered in a clerical typing class designed for
students with learning handicaps of various kinds. She acquired a usable skill

and, after high school graduation, furthered her education in the business

area at a trade school under the so, Alsorshp of the State Vocational

Rehabilitation Department.
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Inez was an emotionally disturbed child of divorced parents. Following
her rents' divorce, she lived with her mother and five small sisters and
brothers. Her rebellion against the strict discipline in the home prompted her
to run away, to live with her father whose permissive phjlosOphy was "do
anything you want to do as long as you don't get caught." She developed
friend, whose influence was very negative and antisocial (a number of them
were indicted for armed robbery), She was torn between a desire to finish her
business training in high school and the need to take more of her time to aid
those friends who were in serious trouble. Her attendance became very
irregular, Give her up as a lost cause? No! Her business teacher requested
assistance from social workers, Her father was contacted for more positive
support. Realistic arrangements ware made for her to complete her business
assignments so she would not be discouraged. Her decision to drop out of
school was reversed by the interest of her teachers, She is now enrolled in a
businessrelated coopers vs career education program with June graduation
her goal.

Business educators are more adequately assuming their responsibility for
students with iaarning tiiabilities than they did in the past. In the last few years,
professional business education publications have abounded in materials
designed to interest business teachers in the plight of young people with special
needs and to guide this interest into teaching methods that would meet the
needs of these students Business educators, on both the college and secondary
levels, have devoted time and effort to lectures and professional writing which
stress how best to help these students develop competencies within their ability
range, thus :nabling them to find satisfying employment in the business world.

SCREEN THEM INNOT OUT should be. the theme of business
education for the 1970's' If students cannot understand the vocabulary of the
recordkeepirpg or accounting text, don't depend on the text alone. Determine
what words are barriers to understanding basic concepts and principles and help
these students build the vocabulary necessary for comprehension. Teachers may
need to explain principles in ways different from the textbook. A teacher who
feels compelled to "go by the book" and is not creative or interested enough to
develop alternative deJic#s and methods is not meeting the needs of students
with learning problems.

The attAtude of ignoring these learning problems by "passing the buck" or
letting the next teacher do it must continue to change However, a changed
attitude must be translated into a knowledge of HOW best, to deal with the
learning problems these students have in such areas as mathematics and reading,
which are basic to learning success in business education.

It is the purpose of this monograph to help business educators become
sensitive to the needs of students with learning disabilities and to give teachers
ideas and methods for helping these students cope with their inadequacies_ These,
students may then be better prepared in high school to assume their roles as
wage earners in our business community.

6



THE ATYPICAL STUDENT IN BASIC BUSINESS COURSES
Initial Considerations

Robert E Schick
Morton West High School

Berwyn, Illinois

"Hey, Teach, why do I have to learn this lurk when I'm only a
freshman," John questioned

"Credit is a valuable econom,c tool of our society and its correct use by

citizens is mandatory if our country is to grow properly," explained the

teacher

"liirg deal I can't get credit now so why tell me about it and have me

work these hard math problems," John retorted

"Because the textbook teels It will make you a better consumer," the

teacher snapped back.

Does this sound familiar, It occurs daily in our schools. John may do

poorly in general business, to fail, doe to any number of ieasons. but let's not

blatantly label him as a student with a serous le.aining deficiency without first

evaluating his total developmental environment. Learning disability, or any

SyhOnyerious term, is loOSelY used in today's teaching 'argon and too often glibly

applied to failures in a classroom without a careful study of the causes_

The majority of students successfully- complete any given course because

they are capable of handling course matter, student teacher relationships. and

the norms of that Pzirticulai school system A number of them are atypical in

that they tail or do not succeed

The question arise,:, Do these atypical students have serious learning

ciASabilities, such as reading and perceptual deficiencies_ or is their learning

impeded by the system' This systery is actually administered by norm.; and

averages set by the teacher state, textbooks, and community

Recognizable symptoms of'atypical learners include

1 The habitual sleeper
The apathetic or fatalistic student

3 Ire poor reader
4 The habitually tardy or absent student

5 The unprepared and ill-equipped student

E The poor listener
7 The retiring, shy student
8 The disagreeable student
9 The poor logician

7
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If a student is atypicdf, what are some primary considerations which
should be researched before iJassitying 3 learning problem and then applying

THE CONSIDERATIONS

Teachers must be aware of the many factors which are involved in learning
for all students The school system, the individual student, relevance of material
to be learned, the community home, and course materials all make.a difference.

The School System

Is the school environment one in which conformity is the main objective?
If so, nonconformists will be recognizable because they do not fit the norm. A
teacher should carefully evaluate the implementatron of the objectives of the
school in order to create a broad band of axioms and truths from which viable_
responsible decisions will be based Consider, the following situation.

RON.

Ron attended a high school in a small community. He had a high 10
and a sober, reflecting personality. He was looked upon as -man of the
family"' by his mother since his father had died. The re$ance on him brought
him a feeling of independence.

The dominance of a traditional school system was not congruent with
his needs. He slept in class, never read assignments, and did not participate in
class discussions..,...VVhen asked to read in class, he would do so only under
protest. .

Numerous reading, math, and IQ tests were administered in order to
locate his problem. There seemed to be no basic skill deficiencies.

After his junior year, Ron was counselled not to return because of his
attitude and lack of achievement. Ron quit, but shortly thereafter enrolled in
a community college program set up for dropouts. The atmosphere was
congenial and relaxed. There were no tardy slips, hall passes, special seats, et
cetera. Within a few months his inherent abilities were reborn.

Today Ron on and operates two businesses in his home town. The
school Community had overlooked some important practical considerations
about Ron before trying to find solutions

The Student

The type of student enrolled in general business and consumer education
courses must be cunsidered when lorr:ating and attempting to correct specific
problems The high school studimt is experiencing extensive physical
development and is occupied with integrating social acceptance patterns. Peer
approval at the freshman sophomore levels is of utmost importance and
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aC3ctemic achievement is Secondai y or even te, !Dairy in the 'Auden; hy of

immediate goals Students ale roestioninig the attitudes and moles ictierted by

teJL.hers books, pal jr it the rriissii, iinettio

The teacher who I l?ClAjnr,:t.ti the wyor tc of ,,tudeeitS have

f esJei problems in class Niue to minimal' qua cont hilt ith 5,tuderits A thorough

knovyiedge and uncle' standing ot young adults us needed 'betty, Yearning

problems ii.rtteLtisielii suited horn rridtuiation based problems Without

this, I, iespoiisible i3CtiOnti Jill I poo, k: in iestiii

Relevance

term "rele.%iiani:c-i totalily $.,itucattis business cdui:ation i_ouises

tow books But t teaching the melt systerniito eduf:dtoL; t-ra,-,tdro_e

anri A,ink high in the leai nitro err,iionment fr Metric_

is not ieleeijint or appiii_i3ble lin the Ltait.' iCti4iiiine The rinetrir:teduticr ii sties its
future impact on Ameiic.Arisocietyi but olltftr met, IC- r; a mandator sissteni, the

student rt not .3s5inMate. oi utilize this neL%-itinoilerige

Ananaloty on tile betLyeen mettii_s and pa, units in yeliridl

/Q1Jl-..a,S The ti230-It'l us taLett Pi, rig miss oil ii iii, jr_i_it ii ti

le_hill_1LICS Ii oRr,i.tioate IlltektA fin qllrti jilt tOpICS for

totally stories -its

It dii be _iyuuj that it student Fiction, mune easii, and ietiiirts nevi

knovviedge i:;her, the ,tiblei_t ttA put into use A Lose in point ii a student

named Cart to iffideistand and utilize derinidis 01

perientagcs Only ^hen his empicntei shoved him its Diactivall aoPhLation fuji

CdTr't t time lob it Inc ,JuturnobOe did Carl nrujiteu the

matherindtirs

Community Home

Thos hd-L. StR lea! nary WOLaerriS

in business et-in.:anon tred,Jlit,x Wig d sOlutNori to d it.,17 twig

wobiein l.:Redtrt.d try Luniniunit,
noins the rase of

MARY

Mary approached most topics positively until a twit on banking and
checking She and othFrs did poorly due to then ethnic background which
maintained that checking accounts were not necessai'Y

The savings section, riot the stocks area, of the investment unit was

quite successful Again, the students ethnic background dictated that
discretionary income be invested strictly in guaranteed safe institutions

Views on credit indilated sypicion and disdain
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Factory :voi:ker Have .,,alues'...,hich are ditterent from those of professional
(onsectuentl a student ot-Ori:i'stt,..iturn may be atypical in a particular

situation yet typo_.34 urr fliortier In some communities. sehool m;.'ry be generally
4ieweri as an ,riterrnertirrte further education or training, where
others consider school a requirement to be fulfilled before joining the work
force A teacher must be cognizant of these outside tortes rf a viable and
construtivii classioonin ,atmosphere is to be tendered

Course Materials

Finally i.orisider atooli ..,hould be gryen4to textbooks and support matetials,
used in the class:Qom E:aii_lation o f t trole tools must be made in conjunction

pleyrousry stated considerativs LTI-imny pi oblems can ste4 from poOrly.:
*conceived or .,,,t41 men materials To assume that business education author-S'have

pt openly seared their mater ikal for a certain group of readers is erroneous
materials,. can lead to mghy trust' died or indifferent students. The teacher
should consciously acknuevledge that material which Is interesting anti basic to
the instructor may be irrelevant and too difficult for certain types of students -

Often teachers tend to L.hoose materials that suit their philosophy. Style, and
ter_ ['moue, ,...vithcvt. ruby considering students' abilities, needs, and preferenCeS.

A number or teacher.s have found that their own seltgenerated materials_
are.,r9!).,sur:cessty kri their (lasses thin some_ot the more .well-known ex:Pensive.
teaching Materials on the market The primary reason for the difference is Ihqt
the leacher 'made materials are tailored to the .basic skills and needs of the
students WI the ;per:Itit: cildssre...;

Educators often rel,* too heavily upan outside agencies to supply them
with the tools needed in th CLY_,Stc10111 The objective of business pi epat ed

srnateerjts rs that of ,,firlrillj creati,ity, Aot total J ell dn e upon outside
assists

FINAL STATEMENT

The thrust of this article has been focused' toward reflecting upon cei tam
initial considerations the teacher should appraise vyhen locating, diagnosing, and
correcting learning problems in basic businecs classes. The availability of test
batteries. ten lethal classes, :Ind materials geared for low ability students should
not become an open door trj ,.Thr.,IleSale stereotyping of atypic-al students The
teacher has the .professional responsibility of evaluating each individual

Ii
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LEARNING AND, READING DISABILITIES

Niter B. Barbe and Raymond Swassing
Reading Specialists

The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio

Learning disabilities have received increasing attention during the past

decade with ever increasing funds being .illocated to the alleviation of these
perplexing and little understood gnoblems Learning disabilities appear to be

great particularly at the MOW] stages of instruction, either in the primary grades

Or at any other point in the school curriculum, when new and I tqetot9re

unchallenged skills are required For example, the tirst grade teaches is aware of

the problem when certain children are unable to learn the basic skirls in reading,

writing, or arithmetic At about the fourth grade level. when application of the
basic skills in content subjects is called tor, the teacher.a0.3in encounters certain
children who have previously dune satiStactor y work but who now Seem unable

to make progress

The next rr estone aPPeats at tpe lunior.senior high school level in those

areas where specific nec, skills are needed. Some of these skills were pfevio,'s!y
either not called for or not recognizable due to being hidden by other Kkrlls or

abilities_ It is at this point that the buSiness educator must become aware of the

student with specific learning disabilities_ The new skills needed Jot different

subjects in business e.kiucation often result in unexpected difficulties lOr certain

.Students who would otherwise have been expected to do satisfactory work

Reading problems are only par t of the area of learning disabilities, but to

the classroom teacher the student who cannot read well is the most PelPlexing rei

problem of all For this reason, the greatest amount of attention must be paid to

the student with reading uisabihnes. The sludent who has a reading problem

becac if lack of necessary skills can benefit from instruction at his.,her leading

level, the student gains knowledge and confidence in material .at the

appropriate level. It is Possible to teach those reading skills which will allow

him her to Progress rapidly But a student iwith a learning disability in reading

often does not benefit from the developmental approach. This person will need

specific types of IrAtruction which may result in his her being able to bypass

those .areas of ,clitticwIty. it is important thaticlassioum teachers recognize that

students, With peiceptual, handicaps involving neurological impairment need

Specialized assistance which cannot be of.fe'red in the regular classroolms Referral

of such students is ntit only important. but it is also Inver ative.it the drffii:ulty

is to be overcume.to such a degree that he,'She can make satisfaCtory progress



A SPECIFIC LEARNING DISABILITY IS IN ONE AREA

There are many examples of students who have specific learning
disabilities, but who are successful in other areas of functioning. Tragically,
where learning disabilities are not understood, the student is doomed to failure
in all school subjects and eventually leaves school before graduation. This is not
to Suggest that in cocurricular life he she is also a failure. There mare many
examples of the learning-disabled 'student who selects from the work
environment the kind of lob which allows avoidance of the area of specific
weakness It is well known that a successful businessperson is allowed specific
weaknesses As a matter of fact, such' , an individual often flaunts his/her
weakness with great relish-much to the genuine delight of friends and work
as.-;ociates Most business Instructors are familiar with, and perhaps have said,
such things as never could spell," "I can't balance my checkbook so ! just

tr*.." Diversionary_ tactics are often used such as: "I always round out my
crieck to the nearest dollar," or "I just wrote the check for thirtynine dollars
and ninety live cents and gave the man a nickel and then didn't have to decide if
tort,. wa3 Spelled tOurty or tOrty2.

SPECIFIC HELPS IN READING

In. order to aid a student who is having difficulty in reading, the teacher in
content area needs to be concerned with two major areas: (11 vocabulary

arid 12) comprehension Instead of a complex approach involving many steps
which iotedere with content instruction, separating instruction into two areas
makes the task easier for the student tt understand and for the teacher to
implement along with other instruction,

Vocabulary, The student should be presented with a minimum number of
svrrs3 rrr th specialized vocabulary of a particular content area, The teacher
may have identified a long list of words; yet the words should Le presented to a
yriadent in small numbers, perhaps no more than three to five words at any one
trine No additional words should be presented until these are thoroughly
mastered It is not wise to let the student know that this is merely the first five
of several hundred, for the ultimate goal is too far removed. The goal should be
the acqursihon of Only those words being presented at that time, with adequate
praise being offered and rewards in the sense of better grades given at frequent
intervals. Speed should not be the goal In too many instances, the poor reader is
put under pressure to go faster so that act rally all heshe succeeds in doing is
making the same mistakes as before at a faster rate. Obviously, the most efficient
way to teach vocabulary is by teaching prefixes, suffixes, and root words. This
approach assures-that the student will acquire not only a specific word which has
been taught; but will also acquire related4words_ But at the very beginning, the
teacher should present specific key vocabulary words, resorting to teaching root
words, prefixes, and suffixes once a student has gained assurance that he/she can
learn the specialized vocabulary. The teacher should emphasize similarities in
words, not differences.

1
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Comprehension. Once a iiumbel of specific specialized vocabulary words
has been learned._ corftern shit ts to understanding those words when they are
used m different write. ts abstract ideas should be avoided The words
may 1:PSt be used in sentences involving directions given by the teacher The

check c9 whether or not the student understood the meaning of the word
should r.ot be verbal. Asking a poor leader. ell me what this means,
compounds the problem of a less verbal student bewiti forced to deal in an
abstract way with a word he2she already has difficulty in learning When a word
IS placed in shot t chiections, the check on comprehension is whether or not the
student follows the direction The direction should include a minimum number
of steps, perhaps no (note than two or three.'Even for adults who ale good
readers, directions which involve tollowing twenty steps ate of little or no value.
One emir along the way can destroy all of the understanding that might have
occurred in carrying out the other instructions.

A NEW CHANCE FOR SUCCESS

A maw' concern to all teachers at the secondary level is that related to
"self ,fulfilling prophecy Students with specific learning disabilities in earlier
years often become convinced that they cannot learn_ As a lesult they arrive at
the secondary level with the emotional overlay that they are incapable of
mastering school requirements These students may correctly be labeled disabled

learners becauSe of some inability in d specific area. To extend this handicap to
all areas of learning is a gross misinterpretation of their problem. Granted, the
business educator has new skills to teach and may therefore uncover some
specific learning disabilities not previously recognized. Yet the business educator
has an advantage in being able to present to the student with a specific leaming

disability a set of new skills in which he she has never encountered failure, e.g.,

typewl !tiny, shorthand, and accounting skills.

The student may be wary of a new task due to a history of difficulty. But
if immediate success experienc,,p are provided, the student sometimes reacts with

new hope and previously unseen enthusiasm. This is one of the reasons to avoid

using the initial periods in a new subject to review skills supposedly learned

earlier, for while this technique may seem educationally sound, it is a

Perpetuation of the present pattern of the good students getting better while the
poor students fall even further behind.

A better approach would be to introduce certain basic new skills vvhieh
can be easily mastered, but which genuinely require the student to project
himself into the task and exert time and energy which results in readily apparent
success_ It is a mistake to offer watered down assignments in order to achieve

early success, for the disabled learner has long since learned the difference
between honest requirements and spoOnfed pablum, If self lespe.ct is to be
maintained, the learner must know that learning is meaningful and requires an
honest effort,

13
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PERCEPTUAL PROBLEMS AND READING PROBLEMS

It is the wise teacher who knows when to refer a student who is having
difficulty. The student with perceptual problems which involve neurological
disorganization needs specialized help, But identifying this student and
distinguishing him from the person who has a reading problem which can be
helped in a reyulai classroom is extremely difficult A wise course of action
would be to try to help the student in every way possible, using traditional
methods.' I f these methods do not work, the student should then be referred. I t
is not expected that the regular classroom teacher can correct perceptual
problems, many of which may have physiological causes.

But just as the wise teacher must know when to refer, so also must the
teacher be cautious against using such a category as an explanation for all

learning problems. The big majority of reading problems can be helped in the
regular classroom. They -need to be dealt with carefully and with patience,
recognizing that many of them have developed an emotional overlay that is
prPbably a greater problem than the reading disability itself. Stepy-step
instruction, with assignments which are not out of reach of the students, will be
helpful_

ADVANTAGES IN BUSINESS EDUCATION

The student with a specific learning disability at the secondary level must
learn to bypass his,'"her area of difficulty_ Remedial instruction is intended to
correct problems, but in the area of learning disabilities, particularly at the
secondary level, the procedure of bypassing must be employed. The business
educator is in a particularly good position to provide such opportunities. As has
been mentioned, the fact that some of the skills in business education are new
and have therefore not come to be viewed as a failure situation is a major
advantage. Equally importani is the functional value of the content of business
education_ The student with learning disabilities has become suspicious of the
abstract nature of much of what is being taught. An honest answer to the
frequent question, "What good is that going to do me?" might probably be,
"Not very much," Business education teachers, fortunately, have a decided
advantage in that they can answer such a question in concrete, terms, avoiding
the ineffective "When you're working, you'll see its value," type of answer. The
business education course also has the advantage of providing opportunities for
direct involvement.

The student with a learning disability at the secondary level needs to have
his or her disability identified if at d II possible, It should then be briefly
discussed between the teacher and the student. At the same time methods of
adapting instruction should be considered. Rigid plans cannot and ,should not be
made, but the student should be made aware that the teacher is willing to adjust,
just as the student must also exert the effort and make a commitment to become
involved in the learning situation.
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Depending upon the type Gf learning disability, the student may become
specializ,ed in one type of activity. The importance of specialization is that it
offers an area in which the student can achieve a high level of success, and this
very success sometimes aids in overcoming difficulties in other areas. This does
not mean ,that -instruction in all other areas ceases, but the teacher must take
care to separate the instruction and the grading of those activities in such a way
that the area of difficulty does not make success impossible even in the student's
area of strength.

CONCLUSION

Learning disabilities have existed as long as children have been asked to
_learn, but the recognition that such disabilities exist in the secondary school as
well as the elementary school is more recent. All teachers have a responsibility to
provide for students with learning disabilities, but the business educator has a
decided advantage over teachers in other areas. For many of the students the
skills required are new and therefore do not represent situations in which the
student has already failed, the content of many of the courses allows for student
involvement, and the purpose of the course can be explained in more meaningful
ways.

Reading disabilities can be helped. Identifying the specialized vocabulary
of the subject and teaching it to the students is important. Providing initial
success on a few specialized words is important. Whenever possible, prefixes;
suffixes, and root words should be taught indicating similarnies rather than
differences. Comprehensicin can be improved by using the newly specialized
vocabulary words in short, simple directions. The check on comprehension
should not be in verbal form, but should be measured by the student's ability to
follow the directions he/she has read.

The student with a learning disability in school has in the past too often
been viewed as unable toJearn. Through recognition of the problem and
adaptation of teaching methods and materials, and perhaps the curriculum itself,

the learner can learn and can achieve that success which fosters the

selfconfidence necessary for a meaningful and productive adult life.
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MATH? YECH!

Carolyn Brenner
Founder and Director

TIKVAH Institute for Childhood Learning Disabilities
Chicago, Illinois

"As your teacher, I want to tell you something right from the start-1
hate math! I flunked it in school and in college. I panic at the sight of more
than two numbers. The only things 1 like are the multiplication tables
because I've got a good memory, and I memorized them when I was a
kidand I still remember them. I have no idea of algebra and I never will have,
but I spell well, write well, and talk well. The only times I really need math are
to find out whether I got the right change or the right amount of salary, or
whether I hive any money left to spend after I pay my rent, telephone,
insurance, and car notes. Thal's not a lot but it lust so happens I need all those
things to live decently so really, I need math to live. I certainly can't make
my hying with it, but it helps me to live - and that's why it's important and as
much as I hate it, I have to learn it and I still am learning. The first time I
ever got a glimmer of fractions is when Barbara taught it to me last year after
Mrs. Stem taught it to her! On the other side of the - you'll pardon the
expression coin, Mrs. Stem is great at math and she loves it. She thinks it's
fun! But she has trouble spelling so you see, it kind of evens out lust as it
does with you Some of you will be marvelous at math, and some of you lust
as rotten at It as I am but the horrible reality is we've all got to learn it, so
let's get at it!

By the way, there are lust a couple of rules. It's going to be rough
going, so I don't mind a few :'damns" or an occasional "Hell" but no more
than that. Try to keep cool and let's work through this together. We don't
have grades at T,kvah, so there is no way you can fail except by refusing to
try and then you're failing yourself. Thus, the teacher isn't failing you. To
help you calm your r.erves, it's O.K. to chew gum; as a matter of fact we've
got it right here but go easy, the budget won't take too much. We've got
eight kids and five packs You decide how to ration it out so it's fair and equal
and let me know when I'm going to have to buy more. That reminds me Mrs.
Stein, could we postpone the math class lust for a few minutes? I've got some
exciting news for the kids and I need their help. Is it O.K.?

Kids, we're a poor school and we can't afford Venetian blinds for the
windows, but a company has offered to donate curtains if we'll give them the
measurements' Who's the tallest in the class? O.K., Virgil, please get a tape
measure and tell me how high and wide each window is. Check it out with

-.Mrs. Edison to be sure. And Kenny an interior decorator offered to give us
some new tiles to fill in the bare spots on the floor in the art room, the
therapy room, and the kitchen. But we have a small probl(m, The tiles already
on the floor are the oldfashioned 12-inch square ones, and they don't make
that size anymore. Could you figure out whether we could use the new 9-inch
ones and how many we'll need? Tonytan help you. Here's a sample tile, and
you better take a note pad and pencil with you.

We're getting lots of requests for brochures. Who wants to help with
them' We had 1,500 of them, and I don't know how many have been sent out;
but, Tova, if you would bundle them in packages of 25 that would be a big
help. And Stephen if Mrs. Stein shows you how to use this calculator - be
very gentle with it, it's expensive could you make a reccod for me of how
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many brochures are left and how many were sent' Enid, $ almost forgot.
There's a ,big food order in the kitchen, but there's no receipt. So as you
unpack it, could you total the items on the adding machine? Mrs. Zaloudek
will show you how to use it. And Freddie, would you check how many people
there are for lunch today and fix the juice and milkat least 1/2pint of milk
and 4 ounces of juice for each person. David, you're taking care of the
chewing gum situation, aren't you? Sorry kids. well get to the math lesson
tomorrow. but I really would appreciate this help now -

0

The same type of approach could be used in a public school situation
when working with students of below average computational ability. It is
important to provide situations where they realize the necessity of knowing how
to cotypute.

Other important elements in promoting computational skill are the 3 Rs
of repetition, reinforcement, and re iteiation Here is an example of a
Sequencing model inciosive of the thiee R.,.

Test Diagnose arithmetic level of student

Teach Use all 3 modalities visual, auditory, kinesthetic in
group lesson

Test

Reteach Use the modality needed for the individual student

Test

Overteach Group and individual teaching situations

Test

Play Group and individual games

Test

Students teach each other

Test Students test each other

In focusing on business education apolications, it is important to have
initial teaching of such topics as the 6percent, 60-day method, placement of
decimals, Ind determination of discounts_ Drill and other means of repetition as
shown abdve should then be employed to assist the student in mastering the
arithmetic concepts and skills

e requisites for teaching any form of math to learningdisabled students
in lude

1. Divinely inspired patience

2. Carefully cultivated sense of humor

3. Ability to take the student very seriously, the subject matter seriously, and
himseltot herself umm not too set iously
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Possible ways to foster computational ability include the following:

1. Jutt as in 'elementary classes, some ninth graders in business education

courses might well benefit from earning multiplication tables or the sum of

two one digit numbers by use of a rhythmicpattern.Students could bounce a

ball, use a metronome, or even clap hands during the recitation.

2. Studegts for whom the chalkboard figures mean nothing may do well when

they are encouraged to play bingo. Have numbers printed on the bingo cards.

The teacher gives the multiplication problem, say 5 times 4. The student

must determine the product of 20 and then find whether he has such a

number on his card.

3. Fractions and food go well togethernot lust the inevitable pie. Have

students prepare foods for class parties, club activities, or the like from

recipes which will inLolve working with fractions.

4. Algebra's "unknown quantity" might work'-well with real money. Point out

the irony of the situation. money can certainly be an unknown quantity.

Certainly 50 + X = 120 can be shown with real or play money dollars and

then the algebraic procedure can be taught.

You can then motivate "interest working with the PRT---1 formula, and then

explain the awful pun.

5. The tape recorder gives the student an opportunity to have a private,

meaningful, and personal lesson with you, even though you're working with

someone else. If you use your knowledge of himTher in the "word problem,"

learning can certainly be engendered. As an example, the tape might run like

this: "You told me you were having some allowance problems, and I'm

concerned, Tom. I have an idea. Add up your weekly needs: lunch money,

car fare, entertainment, et cetera. Make a specific list and see how far in the

hole you are. Then figure out how many hours you have bee during the week

and weekends in which you might Work Next figure out how much you
would need to earn per hour and how many hours you would have to work in

order to cover your financial needs. After you've done that, bring me your

figures and let's have a talk to see whether we can work out a realistic

solution."

6. Spatial problems cause some of the most glaring errors in math. Color coding

of the paper can be a simple way for the students to "keep going" until they

can find the columns for themselves The same would be true foi columns in

accounting until the placement is learned. We even use the magic markers on

the typewriters until the student has learned how many "spaces in" for the

margins, salutation, and other placement teasers.
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T The abacus is, of course, &great tactile help with place value, but a pair of
dice or a deck of -cards has a place of value in a fun way of learning math. As
an example, have students throw the dice and immediately indicate the sum
if the two values are added, the remainder it the smaller Is taken from the
larger, Of the product if the two sums are multiplied.

8 Many 'schools are buying small, inewensive electronic calculators. The
availability of such machines can "spark" a general business, accounting or
business m-athematics class They can be used for checking accuracy of
computations. Or for a new incentive for those who are "refugees" from
math,

Final Reminders
I

1 Everything must be broken down into specific increments and taught in an
orderly progression

2 Be consistent

3. Enjoy'
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UNDERSTANDING AND TEACHING
THE DISCOURAGED STUDENT

WITH LEARNING AND EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS

Paul Painter, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Clinical Child Psychiatry and Pediatrics
Washington University School of Medicine

St. Louis, Missouri

Do your classes have some students who seem to try but soil do not learn?
Do you have some students who are frequently depressed or have a "don't care"
psychological defense' What can a teacher do to diagnose and help such students
in needy The answer is "plenty By understanding, figuring out the problem,
and making sorne in-claSs adjustments, another failing year for your students can
be turned around to a success_ Perhaps this is not true for the few severely
rtandicapped;- but there are many more students with learrung disabilities of a far
lesser degree. These young people will be truly grateful and heartened by the
special attention they receive

To work with such students effectively, a need exists fo4 the - teacher to

realize the nature of learning and emotional disorders. reasons for such

disabilities, and effective, classroom actions to be used by the teacher_ It is the

purpose of this at ticle to explore these areas

NATURE OF LEARNING AND EMOTIONAL DISORDERS

A look into any primary classroom and one can see some examples of the

prototypes cit learning disabilities One boy, can't read_ He has dyslexia or
perhaps one of the associated verbal problems, such as spelling deficiency:

-speech disorder, inability to grasp a lecture, and an inability to recall verbal

directions_ In mild form It c6ri be noted as a lack of ability, normal for his age

and intelligence, to put ideas into words Since reading and verbal skills occupy

most of the time in the primary classroom, this boy is bored and confused.

Another boy is hyperactive He wiggles, twists, and turns He is under the

table as well as on it As a second grader he reads well. Therefore, he is not seen

as a school problem, except for his be.havior, Yet his ,wining rs poor, and
generally his motor coordination is equally clumsy He may have other problems

in the visual-motor area such as Poor attentrun_while writing, counting,
computing, and drawing,

A third boy is withdrawn He lives in a world of his Own_ Hv has few

friends, is seen as peculiar_ He feels teased and picked on He may have

associated social problems such as being brash and insensitive, having poor eye

contact, berng hard to motivate"by approval He cannot work at long-term tasks
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because he needs immediate success (and also bec,7iuse he cannot use teacher
encouragement tin sril.c,ti tote 'Ark es,;)

There are man, :Jays th.rt lei/twirl rlrabrllt es can lie broken down
disabilities by sublect tailed, ..uiirlogicil 0013 it, Oi a 11131:1110StIC scheme

suggested by in educational psi, holggy jUt ht:IT figure ta'itor
analysis of the !Tian), s mptonis tesiilts rid the.se. three t Inds cit disoideis, earth
sortie cc, lip

1 Audito,'
2 Visual .nriotol
3 social pel..:tIttiOri 9J[_Ial ecjrr 1-25.")11011 I

It should be noted that in all of us some degree of these disabilities can be
found. The highly developed visual motor skills fit the engineer are usually found
with a school history of high niathemitiLs and poor leading and !deft ary ability.
The highly verbal teacher talks and leads with fluency, but usually demonstrates
a modest ability in mathematics, otten at elementary levels. A genius in science
may be socially naive All of our intelligence patterns are as different is ow
faces, and de-hcieni_ les 13331,e it easy to understand the learning
drsdbrllUes of these children

ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING DISABILITIES

Where and haw do iiichviduals yam and develop learning
Identical twins have ,;ely simrlai ledrnrng patterns Fathers of dyslexic boys are
often themselves dyslexic Hyperactive children usually have some history of the
disorder on both sides of the family The evidence points to family history -.the

disabilities are not initially severe Usually' the mind, in its natural tendency to
run with success, will accentuate the development of the strong areas leaving the
deficient areas lie fallow The hyPeractice child uses excellent vocabulary, the
dyslexic child discovers math

As time passes, the mind encourages gains ti,,en in the less developed areas
of function A cei tam minimally acceptable status for the individual is leached
in these areas For example, with age the hyperactive child develops better
control, and avoids being in desk job situations vrhere=.^er Possible. This healing
of learning disability is Ilk e a dog c,1'itt-I d ole pdt^s The dog limps, and gets good
at limping. Then, when the paw is stranger the dog tries to use It and success ..r
grows to a subjectively adequate level

Thei e are two thes in the ointment in this optimistic picture One is that
the deficient area may be too seven:, for adequate recovery, now 01 ever

Secondly, and more commonly, is that the child may develop psychological
problems. A boy with motor coordination problems bumbles along until foUrth
grade. There the teacher presses him to write neatly, more written material is
expected, and his chimsy production is insufficient In the vise of papers due and
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not enough ability, he finds the teacher buys his excuse of "1 forgot." He then
becomes proficient in procrastination instead of the writing he cannot do,
Another child, a dyslexic boy, finds that if he scowls and looks hateful (as he
really feels anyhow) the teacher will call on him less during reading. By adding a
few hostile words to the teacher, he can even manage to get sent out of class at
reading time These are examples of personality disorders developing secondarily
to learning disabilities_ In addition, there are the usual neurotic problems of
depression, fears, and agitation. They develop as the child struggles with inner
conflicts of values brought on by failure.

By the time the child reaches secondary school, many of these patterns are
well entrenched. The primary learning problems need to be understood so that
ameliorative action can be taken by the teachv. The secondary emotional
problems need the support of successful classroom and social experiences. Here
are six ways which can be used to cope with these problems in order to help
students in the learning process.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CLASSROOM TEACHERS

1. Deemphasize complicated diagrilses. Identify the student with a
problem by his.bel struggles, not by a fancy diagnosis. The disorders of behavior
and learning are usually mixed in some proportion or other. Those with
emotional conflict can have trouble with attention and concentration. Those

with learning disabilities can have emotional reactions of depression and tension.
Clinical diagnosis is ci ucial to the clinician, but to the teacher, the student is a
persOn who -has -come to learn, it the teaming process is hampered, a good
teacher should give it special attention. Deeper emotional or neurological

problems should be left for the specialists.

It Yon want to call in the school psychologist or psychiatric consultant,
fine. However, some teachers do so in order to get rid of the child, to redefine

the problem as an illness, or to use the complex report as a shield for inaction,
These teachers are not asking for advice in diagnosing the problem and
channelling their teaching strategies

Indeed, some will skip the report conference with the specialist and not
even read the summary_ When consultants are involved, talk seriously with them
asking the hard questions of how their work applies to the teacher and to the
student

There are hundreds of patterns and combinations of emotional and

learning disabilities in children When identified and documented, the result is a
formal diagnosis. Yet without a formal diagnosis a teacher will probably not
harm, but rather hOp, the student through the use of the steps which follow.

2. Don't moralize. After all, moralizing is a religious diagnosis from the
.conformist pedagogy of the 19th century "You are lazy,- "you could do it if

you tried harder,- "there is no such word as "can't" "if you can answer on a
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one-to-one basis4,,why can't you answer on the test" Students, as well as others,
have complex leasons toi then behaviors Being bad on' purpose is never a cause
in learning and 1)01,1,001.AI disuideis of the classroom Neither does the teacher

heir" by fully acceptinu the misbehavior Loving and caring can be expressed
better by working at bringing about change

3. By-pass deficiencies. If the student cant lead, emphasize doing and

discussing If the student can't multiply. push tot ward in English composition

and verbal communication, If the student is lazy, use very short-term tasks,

de-Mines, and checkups_ If the student is distractable, plug the gaps with

multi sensory teaching. If the student is aggressive, avoid fights by aiming for

another less sensitive area of interaction.ti

Educational progress is generally not possible with the old "remedial-
-approach. Recent solid research throws cold water on the thesis that a teacher

can reshape any person's basic mental ability by remed6I educational

techniques. Further, it is simply not good common sense to start teaching a

student in trouble by accenting those deficiencies.

4. Teach for success, not quantity. The most welt documented fact in all

the world's psychological research is: success breeds success. Why not put the

thrust of psychology to work for you' Ask not how big or educationally
important the day's lesson is for this youth, but rather can he:she succeed? Is

the task one the student can probably grasp with speed and adequate
comprehension, Small steps are fine. Brief directions and quick responses are
good. Avoid having the student fall into errors, which are followed by
discouragement and boredom. The best of lectures is without value if students
are asleep.

5. Use reward and punishment. The student with problems always needs

extra feedback. The student needs to know he she is being successful And while

success is usually about 200 times as powerful as punishment, an exceptiori
occurs with the learning disabled or emotionally disturbed student.

An academically talented student generally knows the standards of good
performance for a particular area of study; his'her poor performance on a test is

many times sufficient motivation for improvement. This is many times not true

for the less talented student. He:she might not be able, for example, to recognize
phonetics well enough to realize how badly heishe reads. Perhaps, the student

has become so callous to being criticized that he:she is relatively unaware of how

others perceive hirmher.

Thus, effective, punitive measures for educationally disabled children

should he outside but be tied to the learning task to be performed. Examples
include decreased free time, demerit points, a Saturday session, or a note home.

The good student has more built-in punishments, such as anxiety over
threatened failure: The learning or emotionally disabled child usually has less
anxiety attached to the tasks and can benefit from task specific punishments.



Roughly speaking, a teacher can expect a 60 percent response in these
educationally disabled children by the use of praise, positive feedback, tangible
rewards, and extra privileges A teacher can hope for another 20 percent
response by an intense explanation ot,tht: material in the lesson_ The student
must be asked to respond in definite ways to show he she comprehends through
dialogue, articulation, noddimf: body language, or effort. Finally, a teacher can
pray for another 20 percent educational response by punishment attached to
tailing the specific tasks which ha v._ been carefully designed for the student

6. Keep up momentum. Persistent small steps pay oft These students are
accustomed to short term reformers working with then-r. previous teachers who
dreamed of quick glory through akey-turnsoire theory But there is no --one
keyhole or no one door A teacher must work with chronic patterns of thinking.
These special students require time and persistence Less than three weeks of
improvement is not much. But impTovement of wore thin three months brings
signs of a growth of educational momentum, an expectation of success in the
Student If the student has experienced small successes day atter day, now he:ishe
Will come to school prepared tit learn A bad day becomes abnormal in -the
student's mind, not the ordinary as in the past Studies of the efteC't of si)ecial
education suggest momentum may be its greatest accomplishment The teacher
can commence to build this momentum right away by arming for success after
Success in these students

Finally, there are times in the 110r Mal classroom when efforts, as those
above," become i_mproductive. The student doesn't change and continues a
pattern of failure The teacher should recognize these few cases early and
transfer them to prevent failure.

.

It successive failing is happening to more than three students m a given
class, it is time to adjust the aims of the class r.. th a muse suitable course of
Study Such a growing group IR a class could suggest a change of motivation in
the students entering the class, or possibly a sociological change in the
neighborhood_ It is, therefore, a neW nor en for the class. vet one for winch these
same six aforementioned suggestions can assist. There are marry different levels
and basic approaches to be taken in teaching any given subject area. thus,
changes In overall class r:ornoosition can be accommodated Careful changes will
help students with similar disabilities and reduce the need for special individual
wor k

The real key is in trying to make aclifterence In the student's mind, an
educational difference A difference which wouldn't happen without you, the
teacher_ There are precious few gains from labels of lazy or sick, but gratifyingly,
many gains, and permanent ones, from students experiencing success and
renewed momentum
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SELECTED REFERENCES FOR TEACHERS

Books

Burmeister. Lou E Reading Strategies for Secondary School Teachers. Reading,

Massachusetts Addison Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1974.

A source of strategies for the secondary teacher in recognizing and dealing
with reading problems of the high school student. Areas considered include:

(11 Adjusting_ reading materials for all students, 12) Developing classroom

strategies for reading in content fields, 13) Improving reading through reading
development in content fields, 14) Utilizing school wide resources and staff.

Hafner, Lawrence H. Improving Reading in Secondary Schools, Selected

Readings. New York: The McMillan Company, 1967, pp. 391.400.

Two articles in this collection offer help to secondary accounting teachers in

alleviating the reading problem generally found in this content area.

Shelton, Baker 0 Teaching and Guiding the Slow Learner. West Nyack, New

York: Parker Publishing Company, I nc.,..1971.

Chapter 6 pertains to keeping the slower learner in school with special
implications for the business education teacher.

Shepherd, David L.. Corni-.ehensive High School Reading Methods. Columbus,

Ohio- Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 277282.

Strategies for teaching reading in specific content areasare delineated. Specific

suggestions are outlined for the business education teacher.

Solari, Harold A., ed. The Psychology of Learning and Pee ;Iry Difficulties. New

York- Simon and Schuster, 1973.

A broad professional representation of articles relating to learneig and reading

difficulties. Provides a background of the nature, causative forces, and
development of these difficulties.

Individual Periodical Articles

Ahrendt, Kenneth M. and Shirley S. Haselton. "Essential Re'ading Skills in
Bookkeeping,- Journal of Reading, XVI , January, 1973, pp. 314.17.

Various research studies have shown that the bookkeeping/accounting course
has an especially high vocabulary and concept level which stymies some
students. Teaching strategies and study techniques are suggested relevant to

how to read and study the textbook for mastery of vocabulary words and

concepts.
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Anderson, Bernice, "Business' Teacher: Are Ybu Prepared to Teach Reading,,-
Business Education Forum, XXVI, October, 1971, pp. 34.

An exploration of the nature and means of developing nine skills related to
reading, including the ability to: (a) understand vocabulary, (b) survey
materials,. (c) Set purposes for reading, (d) r erceive organization and develop

.comptthensioq,skills, (*) adapt to flexibility, (f) skim materials, (g) handle
graphic arid illustrated material, (h) utilize many sources, and (i) read
erotically.

David.Steven F,, ?Learning to Read in High School," School Management, XVI,
August, 1912, pp. 24-5.

Description of a raiding program implemented in a California schodsystem
which emphasizes reading ability by working on reading raid,
comprehension, oral vocabulary, writing, and listening.

at Divoky, Diane, "Edu6t on's Latest Victim: The 'LD" Kid," Learning, III,
October, 1974

The. author characterizes the recent learning disabilities "bandwagon"
movement as potentially dangerous when teachers get caught up in mindless
rounds of "identifying and prescribing," She charges that for many teachers
this has become a "comfortable, fantastic copout" for not teaching kidst

Editors of Learning, The LD Movement: Brillian't Star or Glazing Copout?"
Learning, IL1 April, 1975, pp. 26-36.

TM editors of Learning present a sampling of the responses and reactions to
the Divoky article. Specialists in learning disabilities and classroom teachers
express their opinions regarding Ms. Divoky's article as related to their own
experience and knovviedge.

Fuhr, Morton L,, The Typewriter and Retarded Peaders,"Journal of Reading,
XVI, October, 1972, pp, 30.32.

Findings of this New York based study indicate that retarded secondary
school readers seem to gain greater reading achievement via typewriting skill-
development than through typical remedial reading techniques.

Hodges, Gail T., "Clerical Training for Special-Needs Students," Business
Education World, L, December, 1969. pp. 2-3.

Suggestions are made for teaching the high school clerical training program to
those students with academic, social, and emotional problems.
Recommendations for developing language and computational skills are among
the areas covered in the article.
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Huffman, Harry and Clyde W. Welter, "Understanding the Educational Problems

of the Disadvantaged," Business Education World, XLIX, January, 1969,

pp. 8.11, 35.

Specific guidelines are given for gaining an understanding of and working with
disadvantaged youth Many of the suggested principles are appropriate for

working with the students with learning disabilities.

Johnston, Joyce D., "The Reading Teacher in the Vocational Classroom,"
Journal of Rek/ing, XV II I, October, 1974, pp. 27.29.

Analysis of an approach used in a vocational class whereby students' reading

ability was enhanced by col6tructing reading developmental' materials
centered around manuals and other materials used in the respective
occupational area.

Quinn, Mildred Louise, "Accounting Class Failures and Arithmetic
Deficiencies," Business Education Fordm, XXVIII, March, 1974, pp. 30-1.

Description of the procedures and findings of a three-year study whereby a
selected group of college accounting students weregiveri the opportunity to

use calculato in working accounting problems. The use of the calculators
seemed to improve the efficiency with which the students completed the
arithmetic phase of accounting problems, either with or without the machines.

Scott, James Calvert, "Reading RateA Neglected Factor in the Basic Business
Classroom," Business Education Forum, XXVIII, April, 1974, pp. 31.32.

delineation of typical reading problems of students in basic business,classes.
Some strategies for coping and alleviating these deficiencies are outlined.

Learning Disabilities
i"

Special Issues Devoted to

Leeper, Robert R., Editor, "Learning
Educational Leadership, XXXII, May,

Di,sability: Role of the Schoo0
19'75; pp. 499-519.

A series of six articles relating to various aspects of learning disabilities

includm (-11 definition and projection of perceptual and learning disabilities,

12) is and is not a learning disability, (3) funding source.. and existing
funde model programs, (41 neetl for,Ohanges in teacher preparatory programs,

(5) a description of a team approach to diagnosing learning disabilities Ind
prescribing alleviative action, and (643 description of how,one teacher assisted

inner city children in overcoming-their disabilities in communication skills.
. .

--

Schultheis, Robert, Editor, "Reading Disabilities in Business Education,"
NABTE Review, Section 3, 1973, pp. 52.77.

Revie 7 research relating to caosative and alleylatnie factors germane to
.

reading deficiencies. Strategies for the treating of reading. problems are
delineated for the business teacher.
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